


DOCTOR WHAT 
WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT 

When the four Doctors - What, Where, When 
and Why got together for a party they didn't 
anticipate a simple problem. Getting home 
afterwards. 
Travelling through the continuum of time 
and space under the influence of Neuro 
Card:1a.l cocktails wasn't their best decision. 
Several m1ll1on light years, many eons and 
four hangovers later, What, Where, When and 
Why found themselves in a bit of a sticky 
situation. 
Frazzled heads, sizzled ships and problem 
environments called for only one solution. 
A trip to the Jelly Baby of Infinite wisdom and 
IDtimate lmowledge in the tower ofDarabur! 

Why is in Whats laboratory! 
What's totally lost! 
When is stuck on a nasty planet! 
Where Where is, is anybodys guess! 
Where What is, why Where is where What is 
and when will get to where Where is, 
and what will do when Why gets to 
where When is, (if he's not gone somewhere 
else) is up to you! ! ! 

INCREDIBLY BRIEF INSTRUCTIONS! 

A pulsing selector shows the position of the 
object to be dropped or if it is blank the 
position occupied by the object to be picked 
up. 
The Doctors strength is determined by the 
Jelly Baby on the bottom right. It is gradually 
eaten away when the Doctor suffers energy 
loss. 

That's all you are getting, so make the most of 
it! 

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS 
Type LOAD "" and ENTER. Press play on 
recorder. 
When loaded you may define your own keys. 

DR WHAT! 

Was written for CRL by the 
SOFTWARE FDUNDATION TEAM 
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